Guidelines and Format

FY 2013 ICTAS RFP-Seed: White Papers

All white paper proposals must be submitted electronically using the word limited form found on ICTASPA at the following site: https://ictaspa.stl.vt.edu/pages/login.php.

Log on to ICTASPA and click on the “add seed” button on the Proposal Listing page.

White Paper Proposal Guidelines:

Enter your information and text in the following fields:

- **Proposal Title:**
- **Proposal Type:** select JFC or BAA
- **PI info/Co-PI info:** Names and affiliations will be populated from the VT database.
- **Thrust Area:** Use the sliders to indicate the ICTAS thrust area(s) most closely aligned with your proposed project.
- **Statement of Problem and Proposed Solution:** (200 word Limit)
- **Proposed R&D and Differentiating Technical Approach:** (200 word Limit) Briefly describe what you will do to solve the above problem, and how is your approach different from the work of others.
- **Potential Benefit to ICTAS Mission:** (100 word Limit) See ICTAS website for further information related to the mission of ICTAS.
- **Proposed Funding Summary by Year:**

Total Funding Request: **(JFC max = $60K/year for 2 years; BAA max = $150K/year for 2 years)**